
Second Grade iPad Apps 

Grammar/Spelling 

*Bluster = Choose between single or 2 player game.  Choose grade level.  Choose synonyms, 

rhyming words, prefixes 

*Grammar Jammers=Sings a very cute song to review concept then has a short quiz at the end.  

Students can choose between adj, contractions, nouns, verbs, pronouns, punctuation, 

sentences.  Shows results at end. 

*Spelling Bug 2=Choose between 6 levels, learn mode and test mode.  Learn mode reads the 

word aloud, shows the letters, and a picture of the word.  Test mode says the word, a picture 

and the letters used.  Students drags to put them in the correct order. 

*Avalanche=Letters fall on stones and stack up.  Students must tap the letters to spell a word 

before their stack of stones get too high. 

*Grammar Dragon= Students choose the part of speech of the bold word in the sentence. 

*Mini Word=bubbles with letters fall and stack up.  Student must tap on the letters to make 

words before the bubbles fill up.  Can tilt iPad to move bubbles around—gives hints and score 

*Mad Libs=Just like to book version—will give students hints or words to choose from 

*Opposite Ocean=Read the sentence and find the opposite of the bold word from the four 

choices given.  Earn pearls and coins. 

Reading 

*iReadingHD20 Cinderella=Lots of options, student can read story, can record voice, or it will 

read to student.  Colorful pictures.  Puzzle game included. 

*JibJabJr.=Take a picure of the student with the iPad and it inserts it into the story.  Does not 

read story aloud. 

*PuppetPalsHD=Student chooses characters and backgrounds to create puppet show.  Records 

voice and movement of the characters (with your fingers)  Can save shows.  VERY GOOD!!! 

*Story Buddy Lite=Students name their story.  Then they can add photos, type, or draw or 

paint.  Saves each story. 

*Toontastic=Students choose characters, backgrounds, and events for each part of the story 

(Beginning, Conflict, Challenge, Climax, Resolution)  Students record their voices while 

moving the characters with their fingers.  Plays back like a cartoon. 



*Shepherd Boy=Read the story of the Little Shepherd Boy.  App does not read story aloud. 

*Sock Puppets=Student chooses characters and backgrounds to create puppet show.  Records 

voice and movement of the characters (with your fingers)  Can save shows.  VERY GOOD!!! 

*Snail Race=Simple animation while the story is read to the students (highlights words being 

read) or students can read themselves. 

*Snowman=Animated story that the students can record their voice reading.  Does not read 

story aloud. 

*Magic School Bus Oceans=Will read story aloud, click on items to learn more (sample of a few 
pages only) 
 
*AesopsQuest=Reads story aloud (or student can read)—short quiz at the end 
 
*Cinderella=Reads story aloud (or not)—matching game 

 

Math 

*Math Go Lite = Drag the missing # into the equation.  Choose between easy, normal, hard.  

Timed game. 

*Math Glossary = Math terms, definitions, and pictures listed in ABC order. 

*Arithmetic = You can choose various levels of play, from easy to Einstein level.  Choose 

between +, -, x, /.  Timed activity that gives instant feedback. 

*Top It (McGraw Hill) = 2 player game where players add 2 numbers together and have to 

decide if their total number is greater than or less than their opponents number.  

*Flash To…Free = Choose between +, -, x, /.  You also can set the timer and the level of difficulty. 

*Rocket Math Lite = A fun rocket game where students build their own rocket by solving math 

problems.  Choose level of difficulty.  You can also choose between telling time, numbers, 

money, shapes, patterns, multiplication and division. 

*Math Free (Kids Math) = 2 digit only adding and subtracting.  This app also shows and can 

count pictures to represent the numbers given. 

*Squeeze = A 2 player game.  Players try to guess the secret number by choosing a number on 

the number line.  Computer tells them to choose smaller or larger.  Teacher can set the range of 

the numbers. 



*Mad Minute=Simple addition facts only.  Student types in answer.  After 1 minute, all of the 

problems are shown, with correct and incorrect answers. 

*CountingMoney=(Higher Level) Choose difficulty level—tap on the coins to get the amount 

shown—checks answers 

*Math Drills Lite= Choose between +, -, X, /--touch keys to show answer.  Keeps record of 

answers.  Has number line with hints if you want. 

*Math Puppy= Choose between +, -, x, /.  Choose difficulty level and character.  Gets 

progressively harder.  Practice or game options. 

*2X2=4=Students choose set of facts to study (or learn) and as they get them correct, they earn 

power to shoot the cannonball. 

*HyperBlast=VERY COOL!  Like a real video game, students blast through some type of space 

tunnel until they encounter a monsterbot that they can only destroy by solving the math 

puzzles.  Choose between +, -, x, or / and mixed. 

*Math Ninja HD=Choose between +, 0, X, / and difficulty level.  Student must pick answer from 

4 choices that are moving on and off the screen 

*Splash Math=save different players work—mixes up skills—adjust settings 

*Hungry Fish=combine bubbles to equal the number on your fish—easy-to-hard levels 

*Find Sums=Subitizing activity (up to 10) 

*Math Mate=solve the simple math problem by popping the correct balloon 

*NumberLine=students choose the location of a number on the number line. 

 

Science: 

*Science 360=AMAZING real life pictures and videos of many different forms of nature. 

*Solar System=Pictures with information about each planet—animation of planets in orbit. 

*Solar System Lite 
*The Solar System 
*Magic School Bus Oceans=Will read story aloud, click on items to learn more (sample of a few 
pages only) 
 

 

Social Studies: 
*Google Earth=Zoom to different countries, landmarks, and landforms. 
 



*iTeachStates=Has practice mode with multiple choice and t/f options and a test mode. 
 
 
*Stack the States Lite=VERY GOOD!!! Up to 6 players.  Asks a variety of questions(capital, 
shape, etc. and students choose between 4 pictures of states.  Then student must rotate, 
balance, and stack the states to reach a certain height to move to the next level. 
 
*TapQuiz Maps=Students choose a region of the US and they have to find the named state.  
Timed and shows results as you go and % at the end. 
 
 


